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Standard Plant Hire Hit a Century of Dumpers in Partnership with Lister Wilder.
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Family owned, Bromley based independent hirer, Standard Plant Hire, who are celebrating their
10th anniversary in 2019, have announced a deal with leading UK machinery dealership Lister
Wilder for 100 Thwaites dumpers. Ranging from, front tip to power swivel, across 1tonne,
3tonne, 6tonne and 9tonne machines.
Standard Plant Hire Managing Director, Michael Fleming said, “We are delighted to announce
this major purchase of Thwaites dumpers, the Standard Plant Hire procurement strategy is ‘best
brand’ purchasing. This policy gives our Customers the best dumper on the market and our
business an asset that is easy to manage and service. Aligned to a typical 3-year term of
ownership, we see great residuals and a fleet that delivers the very latest dumpers to our
customers”.
Thwaites distributor, Lister Wilder sealed the deal via Sales Manager Paul Mahoney, “This is
one of the largest deals the business has concluded. It was a pleasure to work with Michael and
his team, we look forward to supporting the sale, and Standard Plant Hire for many years to
come.”
Concluding, Mr Fleming went on to say, “This deal expands our dumper fleet to 250 machines
and our total rental assets to over 1,500. We are a traditional hire business supported by a
passionate team of experienced hire people, we stay positive, think big and are always open
and honest with our customers. Getting the little things right is all part of our success and the
reason we are looking forward to the next 10 years of Standard Plant Hire”.
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Thwaites Limited 2019: The Thwaites business was founded by Basil Thwaites in 1937 in Leamington
Spa Warwickshire, to this day the business continues to manufacture from that original site. For over 80
years the Thwaites name has become synonymous with the best-quality dumpers on the market. Nine
decades of Dumper evolution has seen Thwaites consistently positioned at the forefront of design and
production, investing in the very latest technology to support a highly skilled engineering and production
team.

